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Streamlined Productivity on a Budget: 
The Latest in Conference Bridge and Web 
Conferencing Technology

A new marketing campaign is launching. 
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less. But a single conference bridge can now handle as many as 30 call participants, and an organization can 

add as many bridges as they would like. This creates the potential for an almost unlimited meeting size with 

participants spread out across many geographic regions. With a full web conferencing platform, an organization 

can also enable audio, PowerPoint presentations, video and a full interactive suite of technologies.

Move your conference to the cloud
Many conference bridges are now available through the “cloud” — with all technology associated with 

conference bridges hosted at the vendor's location. Audio conferencing services can also be acquired through a 

licensing on-demand model. In this format, you only pay for what you need when it's needed. The license can 

easily scale to meet the demand of your organization. The result is that the cost of audio conferencing is falling 

dramatically, with a per connection charge dropping to an average of $.04-$.05 per minute. 

The most effective conference bridges are completely software-based devices that eliminate the need for 
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The smart way to deplo
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Employees can conduct web conferencing with participants an

moment's notice via the 
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What to look for.
A good web or audio conferencing solution should not create an

updates should be included

applications and corporate websites

A quality audio conferencing system should ensure that all attendees are able to 

Do not compromise with "free" audio conferencing packages that cost much more than expected in long 

distance charges and poor connection/voice quality.

A proprietary, cloud-based audio conferencing solution will build collaboration across your enterprise at a 

much lower cost — even when compared to just 5 years ago. Performing the proper diligence during your 

vendor selection process is the key to realizing these benefits, while alleviating the support burden on your 

internal IT staff. And the productivity benefits gained will make the entire process worth the effort.


